
DETERMINING THE ROLE OF PSYCHOLOGICAL
BONDING IN NEW YORK FOSTER CARE LAW

INTRODUCTION

There are few social problems which disturb the conscience of
the average person more than the specter of an abused or ne-
glected child. Our abhorrence at the thought of a helpless child
being physically abused, or simply not receiving the care required
for his well being, has given rise to a variety of social programs and
court policies.' One of the oldest of these programs, and still one
of the most widely used,2 is foster care. The basic theory behind
foster care is simple: when a parent is unable to properly care for
her child, for whatever reason, the child should be placed in the
care of some other guardian until the biological parent is able to
resume her parental duties, then at that time the child is returned
to the biological parent.

In practice, however, this simple plan often becomes exasper-
atingly difficult to execute. All too often, foster parents begin to
feel for the foster child as if she were their own and thus refuse to
return that child to her biological mother. Similarly, foster chil-
dren often grow to love their foster family, and are terrified of the
prospect of being separated from. it.4 When either of these two
situations occurs, courts often become the stage of bitter custody
battles between biological and foster parents. A complete analysis
of the historical development of the policies used by the courts to
handle these problems is beyond the scope of this note. It can be
accurately summarized, however, by stating that courts in every
American jurisdiction have traditionally overseen such custody bat-
tles with a powerful presumption in favor of the biological parent.5

New York is one of the more liberal states with respect to the
rights of foster parents and foster children. New York (theorei-

I JosEPH GoLi_.s , ANNA FRuD Am ALBERTJ. SoLNIT, BEYoND m Bas'r INTEREs
OF THE CHiLD 3-8 (1973), [hereinafter BEYOND THE Basr INTE tE].

2 Vincent S. Nadile, Note, Pnmwting the Integrity ofFosterFamily Relatimships: Weeded Stat-
utoV Protctnfo FosterParents, 62 NomE DAME L , v. 221, 222 (1987).

3 See Nadile, supra note 2, at 221; Marian F. Dobbs, Foster Care andFamily Law: A Look at
Smith v. OFFER and the Constiutional Rfghts ofFster Children and TheirFamiliea, 17J. FAm. L
1, 2-3 (1979).

4 Carolyn Curtis, Note, Tze PsychologicalParent Docrine in Custody Disputes Between Foster
Parents and Blogical.Pt, 16 COLUM.J.L & Soc. PROBS. 149, 151-53 (1980).

5 See Stephanie Hawkins Smith, Psychological Parents vs. Biolgicl Parents: The Courts'
Response To New Direcitms In Child CustodyDute Resolutions, 17J. FA. L. 545 (1979); Smith
v. Organization of Foster Families for Equality and Reform [hereinafter OFFER], 431 U.S.
816, 838 (1977).
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cally) forbids the return of children to their biological parents in
situations in which "extraordinary circumstances" indicate that
such a return would not be in the child's best interest. 6 This policy
was stated by the New York Court of Appeals in Bennett v. Jeffreys.7

One of the "extraordinary circumstances" scenarios depicted in
Bennett occurs when the foster child has been in foster care for al-
most her entire life, and thinks of her foster parents as the only
mother or father she has.8 When this happens the foster child can
bond with the foster parent to such an extent that separation could
cause severe psychological damage to the child.9

This note will argue that the relevant case law shows that de-
spite the Court of Appeals' mandate on the bonding issue in Ben-
nett, New York has never recognized psychological bonding as a
viable reason for holding that a foster child should not be returned
to a fit biological parent. In effect, this note will argue that New
York courts do not "practice what they preach." The dicta in foster
parent versus biological parent cases states that it may be possible
for courts to legally view a particular instance of bonding as serious
enough to jeopardize return to the biological parent in the best
interests of that child. There are, however, strong judicial barriers
preventing a foster parent from using a "bonding" type argument.
These barriers are so powerful that it can be accurately said that
the courts have made the successful use of a bonding contention
practically impossible.

The first part of this note will discuss how popular and judicial
views of psychological bonding have changed over the last twenty
years. The second section will describe the current trends in New
York law on foster child/foster parent bonding. Finally, it will be
argued that in the interests of clarity and a desire to prevent arbi-
trary decision making, the New York legislature should address the
problem, and codify regulations for when bonding arguments can
be considered persuasive. Models will be suggested for proposed
regulation.

6 Smith, supra note 5 at 567; sm also Bennett v. Jeffreys, 356 N.E.2d 277 (N.Y. 1976).
7 Benw4, 356 N.E.2d at 284.
8 Id.
9 "[The child may be so long in the custody of the nonparent that, even though there

has been no abandonment or persisting neglect by the parent, the psychological trauma of
removal is grave enough to threaten destruction of the child." Id
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I. Tm CHANGING VIEws OF PSYCHOLOGICAL BoNDING

A. Gold tein, Freud, and Solnit

In 1973, Yale Law School Professor Joseph Goldstein teamed
up with psychologists Anna Freud and AlbertJ. Solnit to publish
Beyond the Best Interests of the Child,0 arguably one of the most influ-
ential psychological/legal theory books ever written on the subject
of psychological bonding. These authors' work," combined with
subsequent publications by other authors inspired by it, has almost
single-handedly led to the restructuring (to at least some extent) of
the foster care systems ofjurisdictions throughout the country.12

Beyond the Best Interests of the Child is a short book,"3 and its
basic message is very simple: continuity of care is one of the most
important, if not the most important, aspect of a child's relation-
ship with his parents.14 Because of this, family courts must always
keep continuity at the forefront of their minds, and must be vigi-
lant in insuring that the children are not forcibly removed from
the people whom the child considers her true parents. Such peo-
ple are referred to throughout the book as "psychological parents";
they are usually, but not necessarily, foster parents.

The authors corroborate their contentions with psychological
and sociological evidence which demonstrates the harmful effects
of separating children from their psychological parents. They ar-
gue that if modem law is to remain viable and legitimate, it must
be flexible enough to change when presented with such data:

There is in law, as psychoanalysis teaches that there is in man, a
rich residue which each generation preserves from the past,
modifies for the now, and in turn leaves for the future. Law is,
after all, a continuous process for meeting society's need for sta-
bility by providing authority and precedent and, at the same
time, meeting its need for flexibility and change by providing
for each authority a counterauthority and for each precedent a
counter precedent. The living law thus seeks to secure an

10 BLuoND THE BEsr bI~mar, supra note 1, at 3-8.
11 Goldstein, Freud, and Solnit have continued to work in this field, publishing articles

and a newer book which serve as extensions of the original statements of their theories.
12 "The theories and recommendations of these scholars have stimulated a significant,

albeit incomplete, restructuring of statutes and common law governing child placement
decision-making." Peggy C. Davis, Law, Sciencz, and Hiktory: Reflecions Upon In The Best
Interests of the Child, 86 Mica. L. Rxv. 1096, (1988); see also Marsha Garrison, Why Termi.
nate.Parenta Rights?, 85 STAN. L Rwv. 423 (1983).

Is 183 pages including epilogue, but not including notes.
14 Either foster or biological parents.
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environment conducive to society's healthy growth and
development.' 5

Throughout the book, the authors present prototypical cases to il-
lustrate the "right"'6 and "wrong"'7 way to go about deciding child
custody issues. The result is a convincing argument for a radical
revamping of both the way the law handles child custody disputes
and the way it responds to new scientific, psychological, and socio-
logical theories and evidence.

B. Citicism of Goldstein, Freud, and Solnit's Theories

Despite the apparent strength of Goldstein, Freud, and
Solnit's research, there has been substantial criticism of their sug-
gestions.11 For example, more recent research has suggested that
the separation of foster children from their psychological parents
is not always extremely detrimental. It is now known that the de-
gree of harm varies greatly, depending on the length and quality of
the foster care, the child's relationship with the biological parents
before the foster care, and the handling of the removal from the
foster parent.19 One commentator states: "This evidence suggests
that Goldstein, Freud, and Solnit probably overemphasize the im-
portance of maintaining continuity of care and avoiding separa-
tions of a child from his psychological parent, while down-playing
other factors such as the quality of care."2 0

There is mounting evidence that for foster children, "contin-
ued contact with the natural parent generally promotes the child's
sense of well-being and emotional security. The beneficial effect of
maintaining these ties is apparently felt even by children who were
separated from their parents at a very early age and whose subse-
quent contacts with their parents are sporadic."2 ' Modem re-
search indicates that lack of contact between foster child and

I5 BEoYN mE Basr ImaES, supra note 1, at 80-81.
16 Id. at 44-53, 56-67, 97-98.
17 Id. at 21-28, 31, 34-37, 70-71, 72-78.
18 For a detailed account of the criticisms of and flaws in BEvOND THE BEsr INTEREST OF

THE CHiLD, See Garrison, supra note 12.
19 See Garrison, supra note 12, at 458-59; MxcHAE RurrER, MATmmrNL DEPmvATION RE-

ASsEssE) 34-42, 67-80, 135-36 (1981); Judith S. Wallerstein & Joan B. Kelly, The Effects of
Parental Divore. Experiences of the Pmchool Child, 14 J. Am. AcAD. CmiLD PSYcHrATry 600
(1975); see asoJames Robertson &Joyce Robertson, Young Children in Brief Separation: A
Fresh Look; 26 PSYcHoAALrrc STUDY CHILD 264 (1971).

20 Garrison, supra note 12, at 458-59.
21 Id. at 461; see also DAVID FANSHmL & EUGENE B. SaIN, CnrILRN IN FoSTR CARE 486-88

(1978).
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biological parent is harmful for the child, especially if placed in
foster care at a later age.22

There have been strong arguments made that the reforms and
changes that Goldstein, Freud, and Solnit suggest would seriously
undermine the effectiveness of the entire foster care program.
Studies have consistently shown that the vast majority of foster chil-
dren were placed in foster care voluntarily by their parents.23

These parents rely on the foster care system when, for financial,
psychological, or physiological reasons, they are no longer able to
properly care for their children. Foster care allows such parents to
have their children taken care of temporarily while they improve
their situation. The key feature of voluntary foster care is that the
parents know their children will be returned when the crisis has
ended. It is unlikely that parents would allow their children to
enter foster care if there were a realistic chance that their children
would not be returned upon the development of a close bond be-
tween foster parents and the children in their care. It is because of
this that "courts must be careful not to discourage parents from
putting their children in the foster care system in appropriate cir-
cumstances. Otherwise, due to this fear of losing their children, a
drop in placements may occur and the ability of child welfare agen-
cies to administer to children in need could be severely cur-
tailed."24 A substantial growth in the number of neglected and
abused children is clearly something to be avoided at all sensible
costs. This is the danger in taking the advice of Goldstein, Freud,
and Solnit.

Finally, there are serious constitutional concerns raised in any
situation where the parental rights of a biological father or mother
are terminated. It is clear that the Supreme Court has recognized
the existence of a "private realm of family life which the state can-
not enter."25 The Supreme Court has gone on to recognize that
although a foster parent does have rights which touch upon this

22 SeeThorpe, ThExperizs of Children andParms LivingAPart, inNaw D-VELOPmENTS
iN FoSR CARE AND ADoPTION 90, 94 (J. Triseliotis ed. 1980).

23 Some children are separated from their biological parents through court orders, but
this represents only a small minority of the nation's foster children. SeeJohnJ. Musewicz,
The Failure ofFoster Care: Federal Statutory Reform and the Child's Right to Pernanene, 54 S. CAT.
L. REx. 633, 639 (1981); Dobbs, supra note 3, at 2-3; Nadile, supra note 2, at 234.

24 Nadile, supra note 2, at 284.
The NewYork Court of Appeals has directly touched on this issue: "[Floster care cus-

todians must deliver on demand not 16 out of 17 times, but every time, or the usefulness of
foster care assignments is destroyed. To the ordinary fears in placing a child in foster care
should not be added the concern that the better the foster care custodians the greater the
risk that they will assert, out of love and affection grown too deep, an inchoate right to
adopt." Spence-Chapin Adoption Service v. Polk, 274 N.E.2d 431, 436 (N.Y. 1971).

2 5 Prince v. Massachusetts, 321 U.S. 158, 166 (1944).
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private realm, 26 only the biological parental relationship is deserv-
ing of the maximum constitutional protection afforded to the fam-
ily.27 In Smith v. Organization of Foster Families For Equality and
Reform, the Supreme Court held that this constitutional right
makes it extremely difficult for any court to terminate the custody
rights of a biological parent in favor of a foster parent. 8

One of the principil differences between biological parents
and foster parents is that the latter gain whatever parental rights
they have, not through reproduction, but through a contractual
agreement. In NewYork, this contract specifies that the foster par-
ents have an explicit duty to return the foster child to the biologi-
cal parent when the latter party is ready.2 9 This contractual
agreement strengthens the constitutional position of the biological
parents, while weakening the position of the foster parents.30

II. THE CuRRENT STATE OF NEw YoRK LAW ON FOsTER
Ckm-PARFNT BONDING

In 1976 the New York Court of Appeals created a system for
determining when the termination of biological parental rights in
favor of those of foster parents is appropriate. This was accom-
plished in the landmark case of Bennett v. Jeffreys.s1 Most earlier
New York cases held that such a termination could only be accom-
plished where certain specific circumstances existed, such as "aban-
donment, outstanding formal surrender, or demonstrated
unfitness."3 2 Bennett did away with this rigidity, and paved the way
for the acceptance of foster parental bonding as a sufficient reason
for termination of biological parental rights. Despite this, the New
York Court of Appeals has shown through later cases that such a
holding could occur in theory, but not in practice.

26 "W~e cannot dismiss the foster family as a mere collection of unrelated individuals."
OFFER, 431 U.S. at 844-45. See also, Village of Belle Terre v. Borass, 416 U.S. 1 (1974).

27 "[T]he usual understanding of 'family' implies biological relationships, and most de-
cisions treating the ikelation between parent and child have stressed this element." OFFER,
431 U.S. at 843. See also, Meyer v. Nebraska, 262 U.S. 390 (1923); Stanley v. Illinois, 405
U.S. 645, 651 (1972).

28 OFFE__ 431 U.S. at 846-47.
29 The contract that any New York foster parent enters into specifies that one of the

primary goals of the foster parent is to facilitate the eventual return of the child to her
biological parents: "Foster parents enter into this arrangement with the express under-
standing that the placement is temporary, and that the agency retains the right to remove
the child upon notice at any time." In re Michael B., 604 N.E.2d 122, 128 (N.Y. 1992).

so OFFER, 431 U.S. at 846-47; Michael B., 604 N.E.2d at 128.
S1 Bennett, 356 N.E.2d at 283-85.
32 Pol, 274 N.E.2d at 434. See also Benitez v. Llano, 349 N.E.2d 876 (N.Y. 1976).
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A. Bennett v. Jeffreys

Bennett involved a child who had been born to an unmarried
fifteen-year-old. The mother reluctantly transferred the newborn
infant to an older woman through an informal foster care arrange-
ment.s s When the mother reached the age of twenty-three, and was
approaching college graduation, she demanded the return of her
child. The child's custodian refused to return the child and the
mother suedV4 The Family Court ruled that despite the fact that
the mother had not abandoned or surrendered the child, and was
not unfit, the child should remain with the present custodian. The
Appellate Division for the Second Department reversed. 55 The
New York Court of Appeals reaffirmed the trial court's decision,
created a formula to be used by courts in similar situations, and
remanded the case back to the Family Court.36

In order to correctly direct the Family Court in deciding this
case, 7 the New York Court of Appeals created a relatively simple,
two-step formula. This procedure has, in the ensuing years, be-
come the theoretical standard for governing disputes between fos-
ter parents and biological parents. First, the court must determine
whether any "extraordinary circumstances" exist which would jus-
tify a termination of a biological parent's custody rights. Bennett
states:

[I]ntervention by the State in the right and responsibility of a
natural parent to custody of her or his child is warranted if there
is first a judicial finding of surrender, abandonment, unfitness,
persistent neglect, unfortunate or involuntary extended disrup-
tion of custody, or other equivalent but rare extraordinary cir-
cumstance which would drastically affect the welfare of the
child.38

If the first element of the test is fufilled, the court then determines
what custody arrangement would be in the best interest of the
child: "If any of such extraordinary circumstances are present, the
disposition of custody is influenced or controlled by what is in the
best interest of the child." 9

B- Bennett, 356 N.E.2d at 280-81.
4 Id.

5 Id. at 280.
S6 Id. at 285.
87 The Family Court subsequently granted permanent custody to the foster parent. See

Bennett v. Marrow, 59 A.D.2d 492 (2nd Dept. 1977).
58 Bennett 356 N.E.2d at 283.
s9 Id. at 280.
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Throughout the body of the opinion, Judge Breitel provided
guidelines for future courts to use in determining the best interests
of foster children. For example, he made it clear that any question
of which party would make the "better" parent in terms of wealth,
social position, or geographic location is immaterial,' unless one
party is so poor as to inhibit his ability to properly care for the
child.

Judge Breitel also provided various examples of what would
constitute extraordinary circumstances. At several points he de-
picted situations which are analogous to the "psychological parent"
scenario described by Goldstein, Freud, and Solnit. This can be
seen in .the "unfortunate or involuntary extended disruption of
custody" language in the quote above,4 ' and in several other places
in the decision.42 If one were to read Bennett v. Jeffeys on its own,
as either a layperson, lawyer, or judge, one would be left with the
dear impression that psychological bonding could be considered a
sufficiently extraordinary circumstance to require the termination
of biological rights.48

B. The Application of Bennett v. Jefreys in Succeeding Cases
While the cases decided over subsequent years illustrate that

the New York courts are extremely hostile to foster parents who
argue that their custody should be extended on primarily psycho-
logical bonding grounds, they have almost always reaffirmed the
stance that such an argument could, in theory, succeed. At the
same time, the courts rejected this argument in every individual
case, for a few reasons. The first justification for this judicial re-
fusal to grant permanent custody rights to foster parents stems
from where the courts place the burden of proof in such cases.
The second justification involves an unwillingness on the courts'
behalf to terminate biological parental rights where the biological
parents are not perceived to be responsible for the bonding be-
tween children and foster parents.

1. The Foster Parents' Burden of Proof
One of the most common rationales that courts use to reject

psychological bonding arguments involves the foster parents' bur-

40 Id. at 282. Some of the earlier cases from which Bennett descended make this point
with greaterprecision. See Polk, 274 N.E.2d at 434.

41 Bennett, 356 N.E.2d at 280.
42 Id.
43 Providing, of course, such a decision was dearly in the best interests of the particular

child.
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den of proof. Courts have historically granted a presumption in
favor of the biological parents in this type of case.44 To overcome
this presumption, the foster parents must prove not only the pres-
ence of extraordinary circumstances, but also that termination of
the biological parents' rights would be in the child's best interests.
If the foster parents are unable to meet this burden, permanent
custody remains with the biological parents.

Overcoming the biological parents' presumption is an ex-
tremely difficult requirement. The New York Court of Appeals
commented on this obstacle two years after Bennett in Ninesling v.
Nassau County Department of Social Services.4 In its discussion of the
burden of proof placed upon foster parents, the New York Court of
Appeals came very close to plainly stating that it is virtually impossi-
ble47 for foster parents to meet this burden:

[To succeed foster parents must bear the burden 6f showing a
detrimental impact upon the child resulting from his or her re-
moval from their foster care. As a practical matter, foster par-
ents seeking to retain custody of a child will not, as a general
rule, be capable of satisfying this burden.4"

Ninesling thus represents the first clear indication that the New
York Court of Appeals is unlikely to ever exclusively recognize psy-
chological bonding as sufficient cause for the termination of bio-
logical parental rights. It is difficult to come to any other
conclusion when presented with a New York Court of Appeals
opinion that explicitly declares that foster parents must meet an
admittedly unattainable burden of proof.

Two lower court decisions following Ninesling illustrate the
practical difficulties of overcoming this burden of proof. Little
Flower Children's Sevices v. Andrew C.49 shows that even when foster
parents succeed in showing psychological bonding, it is extremely
difficult to prove that removal from the foster home would cause
the child to "suffer other than the expected short term distress if
returned to her natural mother."50 The possibility of a successful

44 See Polk, 274 N.E.2d at 435. See also OFFFI_, 431 U.S. at 842-43; Ninesling v. Nassau
County Dep't of Social Services, 386 N.E.2d 235 (N.Y. 1978).

45 !nheling 386 N.E.2d at 239; Little Flower Children's Services v. Andrew C., 144 Misc.
2d 671, 678 (Farn. Ct. Kings County 1989).

46 Nineling, 386 N.E.2d at 239.
47 In his conclusion,JudgeJasen actually went so far as to use this very term: "[I] twould

appear virtually impossible, as a practical matter, for foster parents in a proceeding to
retain custody of a child to demonstrate that a foster child's best interests dictate that he or
she remain in their care." Id at 240.

48 Id. at 239-40 (citations omitted).
49 144 Misc.2d 671 (Fain. Ct. Kings County 1989).
50 Id. at 679.
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use of psychological bonding as an extraordinary circumstance is
affirmed in dicta.51 The opinion's holding, however, states that the
foster parents failed in their duty to prove that the child's bonding
with the foster parents would be the cause of serious, permanent
harm if the child is removed from foster care.52 The court main-
tained that such a demonstration was necessary in order to over-
come the biological parents' favorable presumption.5 3

It is unlikely that any foster parent could meet the burden of
proof required by the court in Little Flower Children Services. Psycho-
logical testimony and evidence is, almost by definition, imprecise
and subjective. It is rare that all psychological experts will agree on
the degree of harm that any particular trauma causes; this is espe-
dally true of psychological bonding, because so much disagree-
ment exists among psychologists and psychiatrists.54 It is therefore
unrealistic to expect any foster parent to be capable of meeting
Little Flower Children's formidable burden of proof. This becomes
all the more perplexing when one considers that Little Flower Chil-
dren, like most biological parents versus foster parents cases, took
the seemingly superfluous measure of affirming the possibility of
such an argument succeeding.55

William I v. Schenectady County Department of Social Services 6

highlights the problems created for foster parents by the subjective
nature of psychology-based opinions. The Family Court found that
the child had bonded with her foster parents to a sufficient extent
to pass the extraordinary circumstance/best interests test.5 7 The
Appellate Division for the Second Department approved of the
Family Court's use of the test,58 and explicitly recognized that psy-
chological bonding alone can be sufficient for the termination of
natural parents' custody rights.5 9 The Appellate Division did not
approve, however, of the Family Court's finding that the foster par-
ents had adequately proven that the child would suffer grave harm
if returned to her biological parents.60

51 Id. at 676.
52 Id. at 679.
53 "[Tlhe respondent foster parent's burden of proof is to dearly show that return of

the child to the natural mother 'will operate to its (the child's) grave detriment.'" Id at
678 (quoting ReJewish Child Care Association, 156 N.E.2d 700, 704 (N.Y. 1959).

54 See supra note 17 and accompanying text.
55 See Little Flower Children Sewees, 144 Misc.2d at 677.
56 102 A.D.2d 482 (A.D. 3 Dept. 1984).
57 Id at 484.
58 Id. at 484-85.
59 Id. at 485.
60 Id.
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The Appellate Division held that the burden of proof had not
been adequately met because both the foster parents and the bio-
logical parents presented psychologists as expert witnesses. The
psychological testimony clashed to a point where the court was un-
able to make a clear determination. Because the burden of proof
rests on the foster parents in such cases, the biological parents
won:

The testimony of the experts indicates that [the child] devel-
oped a closer psychological bond with [the foster parents] than
with [the biological parents] but that this was not out of the
ordinary in light of the time spent and experiences shared with
[the foster parents]. While [the foster parents'] expert feared
that the child might suffer emotional distress from being sepa-
rated from [the foster parents], [the biological parents'] expert
reported that the relationship between mother and daughter
improved during the time they lived together. Thus, Family
Court has no evidence before it which indicated that the child's
welfare was, in fact, drastically affected by continuing custody
with [the biological parents]. Therefore, no extraordinary cir-
cumstances are presented, and we must reverse.6 1

Thus, it is clear that the burden of proof placed on the foster
parents arms the biological parents with a powerful weapon to win
custody; if the biological parents can present a qualified witness to
discredit the psychological bonding, there is little the foster par-
ents can do to win. That psychological testimony in such cases is
precariously malleable was clear and predictable enough to war-
rant a comment by Judge Breitel in Bennett. "In custody matters
parties and courts may be very dependent on the auxiliary services
of psychiatrists, psychologists, and trained social workers. This is
good. But it may be an evil when the dependence is too obsequi-
ous or routine or the experts too casual."'

2. Lack of Contact Between Biological Parent and Child

Psychological bonding between foster parents and children is
caused by the natural tendency of children to choose father and
mother figures from the prominent adults in their lives. This is, to
a significant degree, caused by a prolonged lack of contact foster
children may experience with their biological parents. If a child
does not see his biological father for several years, but sees his fos-
ter father on a daily basis and relies on him for all of his familial

61 d at 486.
62 Benneg 856 N.E.2d at 283.
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needs, it is only natural for that child to begin to think of his foster
father as his "true" father, and stop thinking of him as a substitute
or replacement for his biological father.63 This does not necessar-
ily have to be caused by the "fault" of the biological parent; the
biological father in the above hypothetical may have been pre-
vented from seeing his son for several years by causes that he has
no control over, like extreme poverty and geographic distance.
With or without fault on the biological parent's part, however,
there is always a risk that foster children will bond with their foster
tarents as the months or years go by without seeing their biological
parents.

The New York Court of Appeals has developed a policy which
frowns upon holding that an instance of bonding equals extraordi-
nary circumstances when the bonding was exacerbated by lack of
contact between the child and the biological parent, and this lack
of contact is not the fault of the biological parent. This rather bla-
tantly contradicts the principal holding of Bennett, which maintains
that the extraordinary circumstance/best interest test overrides any
question of parental fault. That biological parental fault was not
meant to be a factor in the Bennett test can be seen in the language
used in the court's summary of the issue: "The issue is whether the
natural mother, who has not surrendered, abandoned, or persist-
ently neglected her child, may, nevertheless, be deprived of the cus-
tody of her child because of a prolonged separation from the child
for most of its life." 64 The use of the word "nevertheless" clearly
indicates that the court was acknowledging the fact that the biolog-
ical mother was not responsible for the bonding or at fault in any
way. The only conclusion that this leads to is that the New York
Court of Appeals was explicitly holding that any claim of lack of
fault was not relevant in a case in which a foster child has bonded
with their foster parents.65

Analysis of subsequent case law and relevant statutory provi-
sions66 reveals, that this aspect of Bennett has been, for all intents
and purposes, overruled. In In re Sanjivini K.67 the NewYork Court
of Appeals dearly indicated that fault of the biological parent was a

63 See note 10 and accompanying text.
64 Bennet; 356 N.E.2d at 280 (italics provided).
65 See also, Id. at 281: "The parent has a 'right' to rear its child, and the child has a

'right to be reared by its parent. However, there are exceptions created by extraordinary
circumstances, illustratively, surrender, abandonment, persisting neglect, unfitness, and
unfortunate or involuntary disruption of custody over an extended period of time." (italics
provided).

66 See N.Y. Soc. Smav. LAw'§ 384-b(4) (Consol. 1993).
67 891 N.E.2d 1316 (N.Y. 1979).
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legally significant factor. The biological mother in this case was a
woman from India who, primarily because of financial reasons, was
forced to place her daughter in foster care. She had demonstrated
from the outset that she intended to resume custody of the child
when her financial situation changed. After four years she sought
to regain custody, but the foster agency, together with the foster
parents, took affirmative steps to make this difficult." By the time
this case reached the New York Court of Appeals, there was evi-
dence that the child had formed a lasting psychological bond with
her foster parents.6 9 Nonetheless, the biological mother was persis-
tent, and the body of the opinion recounts in detail the many steps
she took to ensure that she remained in some form of contact with
her daughter.70

The NewYork Court of Appeals granted permanent custody to
the biological mother.71 This decision was based on statutory law
that was not applicable in Bernett. The court took the additional
step, however, of declaring that even without the presence of the

68 Id. at 1318. The foster parents refused to surrender the child, and the foster agency
filed a neglect petition against the biological mother based on the long period during
which the biological parent did not see the child.

69 Id. at 1320.
70 Id. at 1318. The biological mother was incessant with her requests to be allowed to

visit the child.
71 Id. at 1321.
72 Id. at 1320.

The statute in question applies to children who are placed in foster care through a
court order, or through the efforts of some governmental agency or department. Because
it is often unclear when the statute applies, and because its language clearly does render
the "no fault" aspect of Bennet void, it is worth reprinting the relevant section in its
entirety:.

4. An order committing the guardianship and custody of a child pursu-
ant to this section shall be granted only upon one or more of the following
grounds;

(a) Both parents of the child are dead, and no guardian of the person of
such child has been lawfully appointed; or

(b) The parent or parents, whose consent to the adoption of the child
would otherwise be required in accordance with section one hundred eleven of
the domestic relations law, abandoned such child for the period of six months
immediately prior to the date on which the petition is filed in the court; or

(c) The parent or parents, whose consent to the adoption of the child
would otherwise be required in accordance with section one hundred eleven of
the domestic relations law, are presently and for the foreseeable future unable,
by reason of mental illness or mental retardation, to provide proper and ade-
quate care for a child who has been in the care of an authorized agency for the
period of one year immediately prior to the date on which the petition is flied
in the court; or

(d) The child is a permanently neglected child; or
(e) The parent or parents, whose consent to the adoption of the child

would otherwise be required in accordance with section one hundred eleven of
the domestic relations law, severely or repeatedly abused such child, and the
child has been in the care of an authorized agency for the period of one year
immediately prior to the initiation of the proceeding under this section.

N.Y. Soc. SEav. LAw § 384-b(4) (Consol. 1993).
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statute it was unlikely that the case would have been decided any
differently:

If we were only concerned with deciding custody the prolonged
separation might be entitled to greater weight. In Matter of
Bennett v. Jeffreys we held that a mother who permitted her
child to remain with a family friend for an extended period
might be denied the right to regain custody, without regard to
fault, if disruption of the existing custody would not'be in the
child's best interest ... But even if that rule were applicable to
an agency placement governed by statute, it is doubtful whether
it could be found to be in the child's best interests to deny her
mother's persistent demands for custody simply because it took
so long for her to obtain it legally. In any event, a court may not
terminate all parental rights by offering a child for adoption
when there has been no parental consent, abandonment, ne-
glect or proven unfitness, even though some might find adop-
tion to be in the child's best interests.78

Despite this, the New York Court of Appeals has never explicitly
declared any aspect of Bennett moot or overruled. Indeed, the
court has cited to Bennett in recent cases in a manner that distinctly
suggests that it remains as viable as ever.74 This results in an ex-
tremely confusing legal picture that leaves both foster and biologi-
cal parents unsure of where they stand in regard to custody.7'

The New York Court of Appeals followed its Sanjivini reason-
ing with In re Donna Dorene G.16 In this case, a foster child's biologi-
cal father attempted to regain the custody of his six-year-old
daughter. The child had lived in foster care since the age of ten
months,"1 and there was ample evidence of psychological bonding
presented. 78 The Family Court and Appellate Division for the
Third Department held that the girl was neglected because her fa-
ther had failed to maintain regular contact with her or make ade-
quate plans for her future. 9 However, the New York Court of
Appeals again reversed, this time choosing to use the dissent of
Appellate Division Judge Clarence Herlihy as its written opinion.

Judge Herlihy wrote that psychological bonding caused by a
lack of contact with the biological parents cannot be used as ajusti-

73 Sanjivini K, 891 N.E.2d at 1820-21 (citations omitted).
74 See In re Michael B., 604 N.E.2d 122, 181 (N.Y. 1992).
75 This is especially true in light of the fact that it is often unclear when governing

statutory law applies. See supra note 68.
76 418 N.E.2d 1823 (N.Y. 1981).
77 In T Dorene G., 70 A.D.2d. 188, 190 (A.D. 3 Dept. 1979).
78 Id. at 191-92.
79 Id. at 192-93.
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fication for the termination of custody rights when "the agency has
caused the separation to be lengthy rather than temporary."80 In
other words, New York's highest court once again indicated that
Bennett's "no fault" facet was not controlling.

The New York Court of Appeals further clouded the situation
with In re adoption of Male Infant L.8 1 This case presented facts very
similar to those in Sanjivini The biological mother was an impov-
erished illegal alien who entered her newborn baby into foster
care, but immediately regretted her decision and began seeking his
return.8 2 By the time the case reached the New York Court of Ap-
peals the child was nearing his fourth birthday, and evidence of
psychological bonding was presented to show that a separation
could have had severe consequences for the child. 3 The statute
used in the Sanjivini K decision 4 did not apply,85 but the New
York Court of Appeals nonetheless granted permanent custody to
the biological mother. The court justified its decision by stating
that, "when, in a case such as this, the separation between the natu-
ral parent and child is not in any way attributable to a lack of inter-
est or concern for the parental role, that separation does not
amount to an extraordinary circumstance and, indeed, deserves lit-
tle significance."8 Thus the New York Court of Appeals once
again presented language which clearly points toward an overrul-
ing of the "no fault" aspect of Bennett - only to later reaffinm it in
the dicta of a subsequent case. 7

In 1992 the New York Court of Appeals was presented with a
case which accorded it the opportunity to clarify the issue of when
psychological bonding can be sufficient for the termination of bio-
logical parental rights, even in the absence of fault. The opening
paragraph of the opinion, In re Michael B.,8 1 indicated that the case
focused on exactly this issue.8 9 Despite this declaration, however,

80 Id. at 196.
s1 462 N.E.2d 1165 (N.Y. 1984).
82 Id. at 1167-68.
88 rd. at 1168.
84 N.Y. Soc. SERv. LAw § 384-b(4) (Consol. 1993).
85 In this case the foster care arrangement was made through the efforts of private

parties operating in California, where the child was born. Mae Infant L, 462 N.E.2d at
1165-66. The statute used in Sanjivini.K is only applicable to children placed in foster care
through a court order, or through the efforts of a New York governmental agency or de-
partment. See supra note 69.

86 Male Infant L., 462 N.E.2d at 452.
87 See supra note 71.
88 604 N.E.2d 122 (N.Y. 1992).
89 "This appeal from a custody determination, pitting a child's foster parents against his

biological father, centers on the meaning of the statutory term 'best interest of the child,'
and particularly on the weight to be given a child's bondingwith his long-ime foster family
in deciding what placement is in his best interest." Id. at 124.
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the decision only adds to the confusion surrounding psychological
bonding in foster care situations.

In re Michael B. involved an authorized foster care agency, 0

and the court quickly determined that the statutory scheme re-
ferred to in Sanjivini K 9 ' was applicable.2 On the basis of this
statute, the court stated: "Parental rights may be terminated only
upon clear and convincing proof of abandonment, inability to care
for the child due to mental illness or retardation, permanent ne-
glect, or severe or repeated child abuse."95 This language, reminis-
cent of the pre-Bennett foster care cases,9 4 clearly suggests a
rejection of termination of biological parental rights due to psy-
chological bonding of the foster child to the foster parent without
parental fault.

Even though this would appear sufficient to render a decision,
Judge Kaye continued: "The key element in the court's disposition
is the best interest of the child."95 Because this case was governed
by statute, the court looked to the legislature for the definition of
"best interest."96 The statute used refers to "best interest" withotit
defining the term,97 and the court relied on legislative history to
clarify its meaning. The court came to the following conclusion:

[T]he legislative history of Social Services Law Sec. (5-a), which
specifies factors that must be considered in determining the
child's best interests, states 'this bill clearly advises the Family
Court of certain considerations before making an order of dis-
position. These factors establish a clear policy of exploring all
available means of reuniting the child with his family before the
Court decides to continue his foster care or to direct a perma-
nent adoptive placement."a We therefore cannot endorse a
pure "best interests" hearing, where biological parent and foster
parents stand on equal footing and the child's interest is the
sole consideration. 99

The court predicated its decision to grant the child's biological fa-
ther permanent custody upon this logic.

90 Id. at 125.
91 See note 69 and accompanying text.
92 Michael B., 604 N.E.2d at 127.
93 1d at 129.
94 See Polk 274 N.E.2d at 432-3. See also note 33 and accompanying text.
95 Michael B., 604 N.E.2d at 129.
96 Id. at 288.
97 N.Y. Soc. SExv. LAw §§ 392(5-a), 392(6) (Consol. 1995).
98 A Int 12801-B, Ch. 667, N.Y. State Bd. of Soc. WeIfare (Bill Jacket L.1976).
99 Midl B., 604 N.E.2d at 131.
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The court's explanation seems unconvincing because no-
where in the appropriate statutes is there any indication that the
child's best interest was not to be given paramount considera-
tion.100 Furthermore, the quote that Judge Kaye used above does
not rule out a termination of rights in cases where a separation
from the foster parents will damage the child. This quote simply
described a legislative preference which, by definition, may be devi-
ated from in particular circumstances. There is no reason to be-
lieve that the legislators would not have approved such a
termination if the situation called for it.'10

Whether or not one concludes that the New York Court of
Appeals applied faulty reasoning in Michael B., it is likely that its
holding substantially alters the test created in Bennett. Yet, this con-
clusion becomes difficult after an examination of passages in
Michael B. which appear to go to great lengths to reaffirm Bennett in
its entirety:

While the facts of Matter of Bennett v. Jeffreys fell outside the
statute, and the court was unrestrained by legislative prescrip-
tion in defining the scope of the "best interests" inquiry, princi-
ples underlying that decision are also relevant here. It is plainly
the case, for example, that a "child may be so long in the cus-
tody of the nonparent that, even though there has been no
abandonment or persisting neglect by the parent, the psycho-
logical trauma of removal is grave enough to threaten destruc-
tion of the child," and we cannot discount evidence that a child
may have bonded with someone other than the biological par-
ent. In such a case, continued foster care may be appropriate
although the parent has not been found unfit 0 2

Thus, Michael B. leaves the issue of whether or not biological
parental custody can be terminated in the event of psychological
bonding between child and foster parent even less dear than
before. Judge Kaye seems to say that statutory interpretation would
make such a decision impossible, only to later include a paragraph
which states that such a decision could be possible. The older New
York precedents do not help to clarify the issue; they are composed
almost exclusively of cases that reject psychological bonding argu-

100 N.Y. Soc. SERv. LAw §§ 384-b(4), 392(5-a), 392(6) (Consol. 1993). See also note 68
and accompanying text.

101 For example, in any situation where the failure to terminate parental rights could
result in a child suffering serious emotional harm, such as is described in BEYoND THE Burs
INTEREs oF THE CHILD, supra note 1.

102 Michael B., 604 N.E.2d at 131 (quoting In re Bennett v.Jeffreys, 356 N.E.2d 277, 284
(1976)).
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ments in their holdings, while affiming them in dicta.0'0 It is time
for the legislature to step in and pass a statutory scheme which spe-
cifically addresses psychological bonding. Without such action, the
state of foster care law will remain confused.

II. SUGGESTFED -LGiLAnON

The New York law makers should take steps towards the pass-
ing of legislation which explicitly deals with the issues' 4 discussed
in this note. Whether it be in the form of a new statute, or an
addition to already existing legislation, some sort of guidance on
psychological bonding is desperately needed.

It would be simple for the legislature to address the issue of
the possibility of termination of biological parental rights in the
absence of parental fault. With all of the relevant factors consid-
ered, it would be best for the lawmakers to expressly forbid the
severing of biological parental rights in cases where the psychologi-
cal bonding is not in any way the fault of the biological family. This
would cause the least disorientation in terms of the current state of
the law because the holdings of virtually all foster care cases since
Bennett already lean in this direction. Such legislation would be
equitable; if a biological parent has made any attempt to remain
part of his child's life, the courts should not have the power to
sever his parental rights due to theoretical arguments about the
possible future well-being of his child. In re Dickson v. Lascaris °5, a
New York Court of Appeals decision involving a custody dispute

103 The Court of Appeals may get another chance to clarify the issue this year. In re
George L., 194 A.D.2d 955 (A.D. 3 Dept. 1993) the Appellate Division affirmed a case
containing a successful psychological bonding argument. The case involved a custody dis-
pute over a little girl between the girl's foster parents and the legally adoptive parents of
her brother. The Appellate Division premised its decision to grant custody to the foster
parents entirely on its conclusion that the girl had bonded with them, and that "The psy-
chological trauma of removal can be grave enough to threaten the destruction of a child."
Geo7V L., 194 A.D.2d at 957. The case can arguably be distinguished from the others dis-
cussed in this note by the fact that the petitioners were the girl's brother's adoptive par-
ents, and not biologically related to her. Such a distinction would be difficult, however,
because the NewYork legislature equates legally adoptive parents with biological parents:

The adoptive parents or parent and the adoptive child shall sustain toward
each other the legal relation of parent and child and shall have all the rights
and be subject to all the duties of that relation including the rights of inheri-
tance from and through each other and the natural and adopted kindred of
the adoptive parents or parent.

N.Y. DoM. Ra. LAw § 117(1) (c) (Consol. 1993). As of the time of the writing of this note,
the Court of Appeals has not agreed to hear the case.

104 The central issues are: A) which party has the burden of proving that psychological
bonding does or does not exist in foster parent vs. biological parent custody cases; and, B)
judicial attitudes towards how the absence of fault for this bonding on the part of the
biological parent will be approached.

105 423 N.E.2d 361 (N.Y. 1981).
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between a biological parent and a third party0 6 where psychologi-
cal bonding was not raised as an issue, reiterates this position: "[It
would not be] wise or desirable to create an open-ended, amor-
phous concept to replace the new well-developed law of abandon-
ment. Such replacement would signify that we would have arrived
at a tragic pass in social history - when parental rights could be
overlooked and lost so easily."10 7

Furthermore, the proposed statute would help to guarantee
the survival of most foster care. As the earlier parts of this note
indicated, foster care serves a necessary purpose - without it,
there would likely be a rise in child abuse and neglect. If biological
parents thought that there was a realistic chance that their parental
rights could be terminated even if they are not at fault, it is unlikely
that most of them would risk entering their children into foster
care. Judge Kaye addressed this concern in Michael B.:

To use the period during which a child lives with a foster family,
and emotional ties that naturally eventuate, as a ground for
comparing the biological parent with the foster parent under-
mines the very objective of voluntary foster care as a resource for
parents in temporary crisis, who are then at risk of losing their
children once a bond arises with the foster families.' 0 8

A statute similar to the one described here would eliminate this
problem.

It is also important that legislation be passed which officially
codifies psychological bonding with foster parents as grounds for
termination of the rights of biological parents when the biological
parents are at fault. For example, a statute that dearly states that if
a biological parent has not seen her child for over a year, and this
lack of contact was the biological parent's fault, then the biological
parent's rights will be terminated if the child has psychologically
bonded with the foster parents. A statute of this type would con-
form with Bennett, and would not clash with the Sanjivini line of
cases. Furthermore, it would comply with current legislation that
equates a long period of purposeful non-contact between parent
and child with neglect.'0 9 The existing case law also conclusively

106 The child's stepfather. -
107 Lascars, 428 N.E.2d at 364.
108 Mihael B., 604 N.E.2d at 180.
109 The relevant statutory material can be found in the section of NewYork's domestic

relations law dealing with when a child may be legally adopted without the consent of the
child's biological parents:

2. The consent shall not be required of a parent or of any other person
having custody of the child-
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shows that where biological parents are responsible for a pro-
longed period of non-contact, the courts are free to sever those
parents' custodial rights. In re Corey L. v. Martin L.," 0 a New York
Court of Appeals case dealing with a contested adoption, clearly
sets forth this proposition.. In the opinion, Judge Cooke empha-
sizes that abandonment creates a presumption against the biologi-
cal parents that weighs heavier than the presumption created when
the court believes that it is not in the best interests of the child for
custody to remain with the biological parents:

Abandonment, as it pertains to adoption, relates to such con-
duct on the part of a parent as evinces a purposeful ridding of
parental obligations and the foregoing [sic] of parental rights
- a withholding of interest, presence, affections, care and sup-
port. The best interests of the child, as such, is not an in-
gredient of that conduct and is not involved in this threshold
question. While promotion of the best interests of the child is
essential to ultimate approval of the adoption application, such
interests cannot act as a substitute for a finding of
abandonment."1

The court's requirement of placing the burden-of-proof upon
the foster parent is a more cumbersome issue for the legislature to
rectify. It would probably be best for the legislature to remove the
burden of proof from the foster parents entirely. There are legit-

(a) who evinces an intent to forego [sic] his or her parental or custodial
rights and obligations as manifested by his or her failure for a period of six
months to visit the child and communicate with the child or person having
legal custody of the child, although able to do so; or

(b) who has surrendered the child to an authorized agency under the pro-
visions of section three hundred eighty-three-c or three hundred eighty-four of
the social services law; or

(c) for whose child a guardian has been appointed under the provisions
of section three hundred eighty-four-b of the social services law; or

(d) who, by reason of mental illness or mental retardation, as defined in
subdivision six of section three hundred eighty-four-b of the social services law,
is presently and for the foreseeable future unable to provide proper care for
the child. The determination as to whether a parent is mentally ill or mentally
retarded shall be made in accordance with the criteria and procedures set
fourth in subdivision six of section three hundred eighty-four-b of the social
services law;, or

(e). who has executed an instrument, which shall be irrevocable, denying
the paternity of the child or consenting to the other parent's surrender of the
child oi consent to the child's adoption, such instrument having been executed
after conception and acknowledged or proved in the manner required to per-
mit the recording of a deed.

N.Y. DoM. REL LAw § 111(2) (Consol. 1993). This statute clearly shows that the legislature
intended purposeful abandonment on the part of a biological parent to be sufficient cause
for the termination of parental rights.

110 380 N.E.2d 266 (N.Y. 1978).
111 H& at 270.
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imate reasons for the legislature's choice for the placement of the
burden of proof in this matter - as the earlier parts of this note
described," 2 foster care is meant to be a temporary arrangement
created with the express goal of eventually returning the children
to the biological parents. The legislature places the burden of
proof in the manner described as an additional means of ensuring
that this return to the biological parents actually occurs;113 the sys-
tem is purposefuly "rigged" in the biological parents' favor. How-
ever, the burden of proof on only one party creates problems for
those who cannot afford to hire psychologists. The burden of
proof requirement placed upon foster parents by the courts makes
it easier for biological parents with money to win by relying more
on their wallet than on the legal or factual merits of their cases.
This policy does not serve the legislature's purpose - it only serves
to help those with the most funds. Furthermore, placing the bur-
den of proof on only one party may create situations in which both
sides offer psychological witnesses whose testimony clashes, thus,
leaving the court unclear about whom to believe. These problems
could be remedied by assigning a court-appointed psychologist to
any case where there are serious, viable allegations of psychological
bonding presented. This would allow the court to hear the opin-
ion of an impartial expert thus clearing up situations in which the
testimony of two experts dashes. The statute governing this pro-
cess could specify that the court must view the court-appointed psy-
chologist's testimony as superior to all others. The statute cited
above11 4 could be replaced by one that simply states that there ex-
ists, in this type of case, a rebuttable presumption in favor of the
biological parents. This would protect the legislature's goal of pre-
serving foster care as a temporary arrangement, while promoting
the possibility of terminating the rights of the biological parents in
appropriate situations.

IV. CONCLUSION

The issue of whether or not psychological bonding between
foster parent and child provides sufficient cause for the termina-
tion of biological parental rights is currently in a state of confusion.
The relevant case law suggests that such an argument may possibly
succeed, yet every case using a psychological bonding argument

112 See supra note 3 and accompanying text.
113 See N.Y. Soc. SEv. LAw § 883 (Consol. 1993). See also Nassau County Dep't of Sodal

Serices, 386 NX.2d at 433; Little Rower Children's Sew., 144 Misc.2d at 678.
114 Se supra note 112.
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has been rejected. This issue needs to be clarified, and such a clar-
ification could be accomplished fairly easily through the work of
the legislature.

Brian L. Greben


